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Four wire system – Alternating voltage

L1

L2

L3

N

L..life carrying wire (life), external wire, former called phase
N..neutral wire, not life carrying, grounded

U = 400 V 

U = 400 V 

U = 400 V 

U = 230 V 

U = 230 V 

U = 230 V 
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External wire and Neutral wire

External wire (life carrying)
The fuse is located in the external  wire
-
When the fuse falls voltage reaches it, the lamp
holder is without any voltage.

Neutral wire (lifeless)
and connected with the ground,
therefore it is always is locatedon the zero 
potential.
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Devices (e.g. washing maschines)
in damp rooms are fixly installed 
on a covered socket.
E-ovens are located between two 
external wires (400 ACV) and are 
also fixly installed. 

230 ACV

Protective earth nought
(green-yellow)

Neutral wire (blue)

External wire (not blue)
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Fusing

To prevent combustion in case of a short circuit and overstressing in every wire 
circuit there is fuse in stalled.

Short circuit Overstressing

Ein Kurzschluss kann
entstehen, wenn sich die
Drähte bei elektrischen
Geräten an schadhaften
Isolierstellen berühren.

Werden zu viele Elektrogeräte
auf einmal eingeschaltet, dann
kann die Leitung überlastet
werden.

Strom nimmt kürzeren Weg
– Stromstärke nimmt stark
zu =>

.

Zu große Ströme – zu dünne
Leitungen =>

Very big development of heat.Wires get hot

A short circuit emerges,
if the wires of electrical
devices touch each other on 
damaged insulating areas.
The amperage jumps up 
extremely 
Short circuit current 
Risk of combustion

All the devices of a wire circuit
are parallel phased, for this reason 

they are on the same voltage.
Are too many devices switched on,
the amperage increases extremely.

 too high amperages
 too thin wires
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Combustion caused by electrical current

Short circuit: in case of a short circuit a device is over bridged,
the amperage jumps up extremely.

Overstressing: are their additional devices switched on 
(parallel circuit), so the amperage increases.

Over current protective devices disconnect the electric circuit if the voltage is 
too high. The fuse is such an over current protective device.

Is the cross section too thin a too high local heating is the consequence (big
resistance).  Risk of combustion !

Smouldered wires and contacts are areas with small cross sections – risk of 
combustion !

Prohibited lamp power leads to incorrect heating  -  risk of combustion !
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Common cause for electrical ignited combustions

Too high current densitiy caused by to thin cross sections of 
the cable (also crushing of the contacts during insstalling, 
ripping of the cord).
Heat radiation caused by too high powers
Too little distance of spot light lamps
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Short circuit

Is the electric circuit short 
cutted by a cable,
then the high short circuit 
current disconnect the fuse.
The device 
(the light bulb and the holder)
is without any voltage.
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Short circuit

Cable fire

The residual current circuit 
breaker does not protect in 
this case, because no residual 
current 
exists. Wrong material causes
too high amperages. 
The power supply device
does not switch off, because
due to the wrong wire material
the nominal amperage cannot
be exceed in case of a short
circuit either.
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DIAZED – fuse

Principle: a fine wire is fusing when
the nominal amperage is reached and
interrupts the current circuit.

nominal amerage in A colour of the indicator
2 pink
4 brown
6 green

10 red
16 grey
20 blue
25 yellow
35 black
50 white
63 copper
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Fuse

A thin wire is embedded into and is located in a  cartridge of ceramics. This fuse 
reacts because of the heat discharging effect of the sand quickly (F – FF). In slow 
fuses (T) instead of sand only better high isolating air is situated. Slow fuses only 
disconnect after long and strong exceeding of the nominal amperage.
The colour of the finding flat blank on the fuse indicates the maximum amperage.
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Fuse

Adjusting 
ring

base
Fusing element

Screwplug

The head of a 16  A – fuse does not fit into
the adjusting ring of a 10 A – fuse.
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Fuse

Base

Adjusting ring may not be 
moved away or displaced by some 
which are adequate for higher
amperages  feed cables glow !

Fusing element

Screw plug
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Fuse

Current flow
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DIAZED
„Fusing cartridge“

Glassfuse

Fine-
fuse

Fuse
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Fuse

„Mending“ of afuse
is forbidden !

Never repair 
demaged fuses !

A fuse which is mended 
with a thicker wire 
is totally effectless!
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Over current device

If the nominal amperage is exceeded
the residual current circuit breaker
disconnects the current circuit.
After repairing the problem
It can be switched on again
And the electric circuit is closed with it
again.
With little over current a slow
bimetal reacts,
with high short circuit current
a quick magnet coil.
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The bimetal closes or diconnects the electric
circuit if there is overstressing.
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The electric circuit is closed with
a ferromagnetic metal (nail).
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Lamp has a short circuit –
electric circuit disconnected

Short circuit current – magnetic
field intensity of the coil rises
strongly.

The nail is pulled into the coil and 
disconnects the electric circuit.
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„Automatic circuit breaker“

The automatic circuit breaker
has disconnected.
Overstressing….Bimetal B
Short circuit...coil 

B H

S

SK

B...the bimetal bends.
S....the coil pulls the lever in.
H...the lever is pulled into the 
     direction of the coil.
SK.the safety catch is opened.
K...the contact is opened, the electric 
      circuit is disconnected.

K
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Water and electricity – lethal combination

Water conducts electrical current.

Electrolyte (dilution of salt, acid and
base) conduct the electric current 
much better.

Bathing water conducts because of the 
additives really well.
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Man conducts the elctric current.
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With power supply voltage the combination of water, electric current 
and man is lethal !
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Man and electricity

1 mA: 
sensible

25 mA:
cramp, releasing
impossible.

80 mA:
heart ventricle fibrilliation
unconsciousness.
Insufficient supply with
oxygen of the brain.

R

R
R

R R

Current path hand-hand ~ 1 kOhm
Parametre: skin resistance
Current path hand-foot / foot-foot
Parameter: resistance of the sole of the shoe
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Skin resistance of a human being

The skin is a resistance which is dependent on the
yoltage .
It falls with increasing voltage till aperture.
VDR-voltage dependent resistance.
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Heart ventricle fibrillation
probable

Muscle contraction, difficulties with breathing; heart
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Cells (inside)         extra cellular
                              liquid

Na+
they collect, because carrier
is closed back.

K+

in spill-over

- 70 mV

Agitation: Membrane is penetrable for
Na+ - Ions + 40 mV

Cl-

in spill-over

Agitation: Membrane is 
penetrable for
K+ - Ions

Original state

The electric controlling of man 
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The electric controlling of man 

Only hydrated K-Ions can pass, no 
natrium ions.

Cell membrane

Ionenfilter

Way out

Channel of ions

Cell membrane

Cell membraneCell membrane

Channel of water

Water molecules 
pass unobstructed.
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insideoutside
Natrium ions 15 145
potassic ions 150 5
Chlorid ions 9 120
others 156 30

mmol/lThe electric contolling of man 

i

a
Membrane c

cln
Fz
TRU ⋅

⋅
⋅=

U..Membrane voltage
z...Ions charge
F...Faraday-absolute term
c...Ions concentration

Nerve cells in resting state: 
Potential - 70 mV
nerve cell shoots:
Potential + 30-40 mV
Action potential of a neutron: 
U ~ 100 mV
Duration: 1 ms.
vmax ~ 100 m/s with sensory 
nerves.

Power supply voltage overposes
the control voltage and forces it to a
frequency of 50 Hz auf (frequency of 
heartbeat ~ 1 Hz !!)
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Potential characteristics
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-70

-50

0

1 SekundeNatriumionen-
Einstrom

(Schrittmacher-
Depolarisation)

Calciumionen-
Einstrom

Signal
(Aktionspotential)

Kaliumionen-
Ausstrom

sodium ions influx
Pace maker polarisation

Signal (Action potential)

sodium ions-
Influx Potassic  ions-

outflux

Sequence of heart impuls

Hyperpolarisation
Depolarisation
Repolarisation
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Heart as an electrically controlled pump 
M
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- 7 0

- 5 0

0

1  S ek und eN a triumio nen-
Einstro m

(S chrittmache r-
D ep o larisa tio n)

C a lc iumio nen-
Einstro m

S igna l
(A k tio nsp o tentia l)

K a liumio nen-
A usstro m

sodium ions influx
Pace make polarisation

Signal (Action potential)

sodium ions-
influx

Potassic ions-
outflux

Sinu-atrial nodes constitute electrical 
impulses  – black arrows – impuls-
spreadingausbreitung
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Nervous stimuli guidance 

Puls code - Modulation:
Puls tension in single nerve cells: U = 100 mV
                                               - 70 mV  + 30 mV
                                   resting potential  Exitation potential
Temporal difference: 5 - 10 ms
Frequency (tranfer rate): 100 - 200 Hz.

Limits for seperate coverage: 5 - 10 ms
10 - 20 Hz.
A sensory incident iss covered by ten single impulses in a 
sequence.

Brain: Parallel calculator – about 100 billion neurons.
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Nervous stimuli guidance 

Cell

Dendrit Axon

Cell

Dendrit Axon

Synapse
Signal transmission (Transmitter):
chemical transmission material
Neuro transmitter

Neuron

Transmission of electric pulses
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A grip into the life feed cable...

Residual current 

...and electric current flows through the human being 
down to the ground.
Amperage smaller than 1 A – a fuse does not help !!
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Residual current
Residual current circuit
breaker RCB

Is the residual current
bigger than 30 mA
(wet rooms, labor)
respectively bigger 

than 100 mA
the RCB breaks the 

electric circuit
immediately.
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Residual current
Residual current circuit breaker RCB 

Mistake: fridge without earthing

Body current

Touching voltage on the casing of the refridgerator

A human bein touches the voltage  
electric current flows through it down to 
earth
 too little to activate the fuse
 too much for a human being

Because of the missing protective wire the fuse 
cannot disconnect
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Residual current
Residual current circuit breaker RCB 

 

The RCB compares 
the nmagnatic fields 
of the flowing to 
current („red“)
with the flowing 
back current 
(„blue“).
Is the electric 
current flowing off 
through man:
Iab < Izu

Exceeds the 
differnce 30 mA,
the RCB breaks the 
electric circuit.

flowing to current

to the RCB from the RCB

flowing off current

to the RCP

from the RCB

Foto: Taner Yilmaz
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Switch and shock hazard voltage
As an experiment:  use
Maximum 12 ACV !!
Never power supply voltage !!

Is the  switch located in the external
wire, so it disconnects the voltage,
before the voltage reaches the lamp socket.
The device is without any voltage.

Is the switch located in the neutral wire
so it breaks the electric circuit,
despite of that the voltage reaches the 
holder. 

Switches are always located in the external wire !
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Protective wire – PEN (Protection Earth Nought). Body current (mistake of isolation):
voltage is transferred to the casing.

Is the protective wire connected 
with the casing, short circuit current 
flows immediately down to the ground.

As a consequence the 
fuse or the RCB fall, 
The electric circuit 
is disconnected.
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Protective earth nought (PEN) Plug and contour plug
The collector rings on the socket are 
With the protective earth nought 
(PEN-socket).
The sliding contacts on the plug
are connected with the protective earth
nought which is leading to the casing.

The contour plug (flat plug) has no protective wire.
It is only used at especially well insulated devices.

Sign for a device which
is very well insulated.
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Plug

1...protective contact
2...Clamping screw for protective wire
3...Clamping screw for current lead
4...Strain-relief
5...three-leaded wire

Pr
oh

ib
ite

d 
pl

ug
s:

No protective contact / unsrewable contour plug

Adaptors disconnect the protective wire

Pr
oh

ib
ite

d 
pl

ug
s:

Picture credits: Fibi et al., Observing-Experimenting-Understanding, HPT
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Residual current
Residual current circuit breaker RCB 

Water and electric current lead to......
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Residual current circuit breaker

better:
no cables
no electric devices
no power supply voltage
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Protected areas in wet rooms

Protected areas at bathtubs:
Up to a hight of 2,25 m Höhe cables 
may not be passed,
the same holds true for 0,6 m
from the edge

With water taps:
Distance 0,6 m (gripping area)
Code „E“

Bildnachweis: Fibi et al., Beobachten-Experimentieren-Verstehen, HPT
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Residual current
Damp rooms/wet rooms 

No socket in the gripping area
(Distance at least 60 cm)

Figures: EVN
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L (live)

N (nought)
letal

∆ I = 100 mA
(30 mA)

FI

∆ I = 100 mA
(30 mA)

FI

Körperschluss

Berührungsspannung
muss vermieden oder

sofort unterbrochen werden

Schutzleiter -
Kurzschlussstrom

"Sicherung"

Verbindung
zwischen

aktivem und
inaktivem Teil

des Stromkreises

Summary
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Potential
at lightening stroke

Zero potential 
of the ground

potential gradient

step

Step voltage
Voltage between two
spots which touch
the ground
the gripping voltage
produces a current surge

Step voltage

Only this cow survives
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High voltage Picture credit: fire brigade technique

Do not come too close to power 
transmission lines !
Flashover !

At least 20 m distance

Hanging down, touching the ground 
power transmission lines: distance 20 m !!
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